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Is Transverse Feedback Necessary for the SSC Emittance Preservation? 
(Vibration Noise Analysis and Feedback Parameters Optimization) 

V. V. Parkhomchuk and V. D. Shiltsev 

Visitors from Budker Institute for Nuclear Physics, 
630090, Novosibirsk, Russia 

Abstract 

The paper considers the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) site ground motion measurements as 
well as data from accelerators worldwide about noises that worsen beam performance. Unacceptably fast 
emittance growth due to these noises is predicted for the SSC. A transverse feedback system was found to 
be the only satisfactory alternative to prevent emittance decay. Optimization of the primary feedback 
parameters was done. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Vibrations of magnetic elements of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) can seriously affect 

proper machine operation. Tolerable SSC vibration levels are at least few orders of magnitude tighter than 
those for the largest existing hadron accelerators such as the Tevatron and SppS (CERN) because the 
transverse emittance of the beam will be about 100 times smaller and the ring circumference will be about 
10 times larger at the SSC than for these smaller machines. A larger circumference means a lower 
revolution frequency and lower betatron frequency—dangerous because of the rapid increase of 
vibrations at lower frequencies. Also, more magnetic elements in the rings can disturb the ideal motion of 
the beams. 

Vibration effects on collider performance have been studied in several works. 1 - 5 It was found that 
depending on the frequency of the noise, one can distinguish two mechanisms of beam perturbation. At 
low frequencies (much less than the revolution frequency), the noise produces a distortion of the closed 
orbit of the beam. High frequency noises, especially at frequencies near the fractional part of the betatron 
oscillation frequency, (700-1000 Hz at the SSC) cause direct transverse emittance growth. 

Insufficient information was available about: (1) noises at the most interesting frequencies in the kHz 
range, and (2) about powerful vibrations at frequencies below 1 Hz. Such data is needed to decide if any 
kind of transverse beam motion damper is necessary. Analysis of our recent measurements at the SSC 
site6 and beam motion data from accelerators worldwide (Section 2) indicate the need for a transverse 
beam-based feedback system to control emittance growth. 

Section 3 is devoted to optimization of main parameters of the feedback system (such as gain, 
frequency band, etc.) needed to minimize emittance growth. 

Main conclusions are summarized in Section 4. 

2.0 ANALYSIS OF SOURCES 

2.1 General Consideration 
The primary sources which lead to emittance growth in large hadron colliders are quadrupoles (quad) 

jitter and high-frequency variations of the bending magnetic field in dipoles.1,2 Both sources produce 
angular kicks and disturb beam motion. In the simplest case when the kick amplitude 59 varies randomly 
after the revolution time l/fQ and has dispersion S92, one can estimate the transverse emittance growth as: 

de/dt=l/2f08d2{p)N. (1) 

where (j8) is the average beta function, and N is the number of elements which produce kicks. Generally, 
when external noise is not "white" (exactly random) and can be described by spectral density of power 
Sse(f) which depends on frequency/ emittance growth calculated in References 1 and 2 is: 

d£Idt=V2fl Ifa Sumf (v)). (2) 
i 

where Sum,(v) = XSge (/o(v-«)) is the sum of power spectral densities of angular kicks produced by 
the i-th source at a set of frequencies since the fractional part of betatron oscillation frequency /o |v-n | , 
/o is the revolution frequency and /% is the beta function at the i-th element. The dimension of Sum(f) is 
1/Hz, so the dimension of the emittance growth rate is meters/sec. 

Applying this formula to the SSC gives the following acceptable levels for a 20-hour doubling time for 
initial emittance 8 = 4.7 x 10~9 cm, Reference 2: 



Single quadrupole transverse vibration spectral density of power is limited by the value of 
2 ^ ( / 0 ( v - n ) ) < 3 x l O - 1 2 / x m 2 / H z , (3) 
n 

or the rms amplitude of turn-to-turn jitter of each quadrupole (white noise in frequency band/0): 

4ms<iO"Vm, ( 4 ) 

and a tolerable level of bending magnetic field fluctuations to its mean value B in the dipole:2 

5 B r m s / 5 < 7 x 10-10. ( 5 ) 

At frequencies lower than the fractional part of the betatron oscillation frequency, for the SSC 
( / o ( v - n ) ) • =0.28*3.4 kHz = 952 Hz, disturbances of the beam lead to closed orbit distortions 
(COD). If the COD value at the Interaction Point (IP) is more than the beam size o* at the IP, collider 
luminosity decreases significantly, i.e., it will be similar to increasing effective emittance. 

Beam-beam separation can lead to emittance growth due to non-linear beam-beam effects. The 
acceptable separation level depends on the machine parameters and usually shouldn't exceed 
0.1-0.2cr*, Reference 2. For the SSC this limitation can accept a COD level in the lattice of 5.5 fim, 
and a level of beam-beam separation at the IP of 0.5 pm. 

2.2 Measurements at the SSC Site and Estimations of Emittance Decay Time 
SSC site vibration measurements6 allow estimating preliminary beam motion using vibration spectral 

and correlation characteristics data. Figure 1 taken from Reference 6 shows both the most quiet and rather 
noisy ground vibration spectra compared with the preceding COD and emittance growth limitations. One 
can see that the measured high frequency vibration level is only marginally acceptable. At frequencies of 
about 0.1 Hz and below, the level of ground motion is significantly high but there is a lack of information 
about space correlation of such motion. Some experimental data show significant uncorrelated motion of 
different points of the ground even for very slow processes.7 

In the high-frequency region above 300 Hz the spectrum of ground vibrations behaves vs. frequency/ 
as AI / 4 . At the first resonant frequency fnin = 952 Hz the value of the spectrum is equal to 

A / / i i n = 3 x l 0 " 1 4 - 6 x l 0 ~ 1 1 / z m 2 / H z ) (6) 

and depends on conditions ("quiet" or "noisy")- Corresponding to this spectrum value, the "white noise
like" rms amplitude of vibration is 1 x 10 - 5 - 5 x 10 - 4 /mi. If every quadrupole of the SSC will vibrate as 
measured on the ground, the estimated emittance doubling time x is 

T = 50 min - 2000 hours. (7) 
Moreover, SSC dipole vibration measurements6 have shown that at this frequency region mechanical 
resonances amplify ground vibrations at a factor of Q = 3 - 10, so in the worst case when mechanical and 
betatron oscillations are in resonance, emittance doubling time falls as 

T = (50 min - 2000 hrs)/g2 = 30 sec - 20 hours. (8) 
These figures cause concern. Additional detailed measurements under more realistic conditions are 

needed. Considerations include underground tunnel vibrations, all accelerator accessories working 
(compressors, power supplies, etc.), mechanical resonances of connected magnet strings, real magnet 
supports, etc. Some imagination on creating a "working machine environment" is necessary. In the next 
section we examine the usual accelerator vibroclimate from existing accelerator data. 
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Figure 1. Spectral Density of Power of Vibrations in "Quiet" and "Noisy" Conditions (Solid Curves), 
Reference 6. Dashed lines indicate the level of vibration which cause 0.1 aip beam-beam separation 
and the SSC emittance doubling after 20 hours of collider operation. 

2.3 Analysis of Existing Accelerator Operation 
As previously noted, the emittance condition depends strongly on the accelerator condition 

(environment, mechanics, etc.). To use beam observation data from different machines to understand 
nominal "accelerator conditions," a common view point is needed. Accelerators differ in many 
parameters (energy, revolution frequency, tune, etc.) and direct application of data from one machine to 
another is difficult. 

We suggest the following considerations. Assume that the beam moves due to independent motion of 
quads only. Assume the absence of correlation for two different quads motions is reasonable at a wide 
frequency range (References 6 and 8). Next, find what value of single quad vibration 8x should cause the 
observed beam motion characteristics. 

Low frequency (in comparison with the revolution frequency) movements of quads leads to COD, as 
noted previously. One can assume that motions of different lenses are uncorrelated (measurements show 
that the assumption isn't fully valid only at frequencies below units of Hz). Then the rms value AX of 
COD in the point with beta function j3 can be estimated as in Reference 1: 

AX2 = 8x2 I (8sin2(^>))s:(j3./ FJ) , (9) 



where v is the tune, the sum Z means the summation over all quads, j3,- and Ft- are the beta function in 
the i-th quad and the focal length of the quad, respectively. For a FODO periodic lattice (used at many 
machines) the sum is equal to: 

Sj8(./F? = 4Mg(/z/ 2)1 L, ( 1 0 ) 

where N is full number of quads, L and \i are the distance between quads and the phase advance per 
FODO cell, respectively. Taking into account that NL^ 2%$v, j3 is mean beta function, one can transfer 
Eq. (9) into: 

AX2 = Sx2 ATW / sin 2(m;)[(j8/2L) 2tg(^/2)]. (11) 

For Alternating Gradient (AG) accelerators the factor in the square brackets is about 1, so one can 
estimate single-quad amplitude 8x with an accuracy of about 20%: 

8x2 = AX2 sin2(7rv)/(47n>), (12) 

or, in terms of spectral power density S(f): 
S(f)-5x2l f= AX2 sin2(«v)/(4Ttvf). (13) 

Equation 13 will be applied to the spectrum of vertical motion of the beam orbit in the electron ring of 
HER A,9 to the spectrum of COD in the Novosibirsk VEPP-3 electron storage ring,1 0 and to slow orbit 
drifts data, Table 1. 

TABLE 1. ORBIT DRIFTS DATA. 

Ax,//m t V f,Hz S, fim2Mz Ref. 

KEK Photon Factory COD 

HERA (e) 

100 

200 

2hrs 

80 sec 

3.3 

45 

2 X 1 0 - 5 

2 X 1 0 - 3 

7 x 1 0 6 

1.5 x 1 0 4 

11 

9 

At high frequencies one can estimate equivalent quadrupole vibration level 8x from the rate of 
emittance growth, see Eq. (1) and take into account the FODO lattice Eq. (10): 

de/dt = 2f0 N tg(ji/2) 8x2IL-32ln2c8x2 (v//?) 2[tg {fi / 2) / (2fi / K)2] , (14) 

where c - the velocity of light and R - average radius of the accelerator. For AG machines the factor in 
square brackets is about 1, so: 

8x2-deldtR2l{^cv2} . (15) 

Because the emittance growth is determined by the spectral density of power at the fractional part of 
betatron oscillation frequency /mjn, then one can estimate the spectrum of quad vibrations S^f^): 

t 

•St/min) = 8x2l /mm = deldt R2/(3cv2 / m i n ) . ( 1 6 ) 
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Equation (19) will be applied to several emittance growth data, Table 2. 

TABLE 2. EMITTANCE GROWTH DATA. 

ydeldt, /xm /hr V /QAv,kHz S,/im 2/Hz Ref. 

Tevatron 10 19.05 2.5 3.3 x10" 9 12 

Tevatron 0.43 19.41 20 2.0 x l O " 1 1 13 

HERA (p) 1.0 31.29 13 6.0 x 1 0 - 1 1 14 

The preceding data together with the results of SSC site measurements6 are shown in Figure 2. The 
dashed line in Figure 3 presents a rough fit according to the formula: 

S(f) = 0.03 If2 [/an 2/Hz]. (17) 

Figure 2 shows that beam-based data and ground vibration measurements made under noisy conditions 
differ slightly from each other in the frequency .range 0.5 - 50 Hz. 

The difference at low frequencies (ground vibration greater than COD) is connected with high 
correlation of different quads motion at low frequencies. For true calculation of COD one should take into 
account uncorrelated motion of quads. For large accelerators a "Fractal Model of Ground Motion" works 
well at low frequencies.7 According to Reference 7 relative (uncorrelated) displacement Ax of two points 
distanced by / after the time interval Tcan be estimated by the empirical formula ("ATL-law"): 

Ax2 =Axl,A - 10""4iim- /(meter-sec), (18) 

then estimation of COD1 

(A X2) = (ACrp) I (4sin2(^v)(i3))> (19) 

where (/J) and j3 are mean and point of observance beta functions, C is the machine circumference. 
The corresponding spectral density of power should be estimated as: 

S{f)~8x2lf -AL/f2. (20) 

It is difficult to predict the value of the site dependent constant A, but if one takes A = 10-* [im2/H.z from 
UNK measurements15 and L - 100 m then 

5 ( / ) - 0 . 0 1 / / 2 , (21) 

which is very close to the Figure 2 fitted curve in amplitude and has the same frequency dependence, see 
Eq. (17). 

Another difference between beam and ground motion data (see Figure 2) is at frequencies above a few 
hundred Hz. It seems that ground motion is overlaid by a stronger effect. The next section will give a 
possible explanation of this effect. 
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Beam Data (See Comments in the Text). 
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Figure 3. Spectra of Vibrations of Pipe with Different Air Flow Rates (See Comments in the Text). 
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2.4 "New" Effect - Turbulent Liquid or/and Gas Flow 
The Figure 2 non-coincidence may be caused by turbulent flow-induced vibrations in cooling pipes and 

coils of magnetic elements. In normal conductive magnets it's cooling water. In the case of the SSC and 
HERA—the accelerators with superconducting magnetic elements—flows of liquid and gas helium, and 
nitrogen will generate beam pipe vibrations. At frequencies of about 1 kHz, skin effect leads to a 
corresponding jitter of the magnetic axis in quadrupoles because the field is "frozen" inside the pipe. 

The "frozen field" effect in dipoles produces a bending field variation if turbulent flow generates 
vibration affecting beam pipe shape, such as quadrupole oscillation of the pipe cross section. The 
tolerable level dx for amplitude of such vibration can be estimated through the level of magnetic field 
fluctuation 8B/B (Eq. (5)): 

dx-8B/B-b, (22) 

where b is radius of beam pipe. For the SSC b-2 cm and dx is about 1.4 x 10~9 cm. This is about 7 times 
less than the restriction on a single-quadrupole vibration (see above). 

The experimental data indicate the danger of flow turbulence. The expected liquid He flow rate for the 
SSC dipole is about 100 g/sec. Figure 3 shows-the spectra of vibration of a 5-m long, 5-cm diameter pipe 
with a normal air flow rate of about 0.02 g/sec. Figure 4 (taken from Reference 15) shows the spectra of 
vibration of a 1-m long, 2.5-cm diameter pipe with water flow rate up to 18 g/sec. In comparison with 
ground motion these spectra are 2 - 5 orders higher (Le., 10-300 times greater in amplitude). 

Another interesting feature of spectra presented in Figures 3 and 4 is the slope of the curves. At 
frequencies above a few hundred Hz, these spectra fall with frequencies of f~^' "" ' K These spectra 
differ from ground motion law ^~( 3- 5 + 4- 5) and more closely follow data observed at several accelerators 
(see Figure 2). 

10 4 I I H ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ) I I I I M I I I H I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

•IQ-10 I i l I I t I i i ' I M I I i i I I i I i i i I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I i i i i r l I I I 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
F(Hz) 

Figure 4. Spectra of Vibrations of a Pipe with Different Water Flow Rates (See Comments in the Text). 
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2.5 A Way for Solving the Problem 
There are two ways to control noise influence on the SSC beam: the first one is mechanical 

improvement and decreasing the man-made vibrations level; the second is use of a beam-based transverse 
feedback system. Both ways should be used. 

Mechanical improvements (such as vibro-isolation and damping systems) have some drawbacks: 
1. Mechanical methods cannot prevent excitation of vibrations born inside the 

magnet; 
2. Every magnetic element (or most of them) should have improved support; 

however, such supports are very costly because of the complexity of the special 
mechanics; 

3. A tradeoff of such supports is that damping vibrations at one set of frequencies 
may result in the amplification of vibrations at another. 

4. It is very difficult to stabilize mechanically (by passive devices) low-frequency 
magnet motion (with periods greater than 10 sec). 

A feedback system directly influences the beams, so the primary drawback is the possibility of 
"heating" the beam additionally by the properly applied system noises. However, only one (or a few) 
feedback loop is necessary for the whole collider. Therefore, distributed improvement attempts are not 
needed. The right choice of feedback system parameters can prevent the preceding beam-disturbing 
effects. The following section discusses SSC feedback system optimization. 

3.0 FEEDBACK OPTIMIZATION 

3.1 General Considerations 
Ordinarily, any feedback system can be presented as the superposition of a part which describes the 

beam motion without the system (open loop) and a proper feedback (see Figure 5). Because both beam 
motion and feedback generally are frequency dependent, the first part is characterized by beam response 
function G{co) on an external excitation without feedback and the second one by feedback gain function 
H{co). Both functions G(co) and H(co) axe complex. The primary function properties are described and 
discussed below as follows. 

Let's calculate coherent beam motion X^ under feedback with noise Xap and when external 
excitation is equal to XmQ. A simple relation can be written from Figure 5 as follows: 

Xmb = G(<o)(xm0 - H^XM +Xap)). (23) 

Then one can find the solution as: 

Xcob =[G{(0)XmQ -H(<o)G(co)Xap]/[l + G(a>)H{a>)], (24) 

or for spectral power of beam coherent motion Si,(a})dco = (\Xcob\ ) (brackets indicate averaging over 
time): X ' 

^(a)) = [|G(6))|25o(fij)+|i?(ffl)G(6))|25/,(ffl)]/|l+G(ffl)iy(ffl)|2, (25) 
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where So(ffl) a n d Sp(GJ) are power spectral density of external noises and noises of feedback system, 
respectively. 

Here we took into account that noises of feedback are independent from external noises 
\X(ooX*a)p) = 0- For stationary random processes such as all noises, the unit of spectral power density 
S(G>) is micrometers2 • seconds. The rms value of beam coherent motion is equal to the square root of 
integral of Sj,(ffl) over the frequency band da. 

Coherent beam motion leads to emittance growth due to decoherence (which is included in the G(co) 
function). We'll try to minimize coherent beam motion by using properties of functions Sp((o), SQ(CO), 
G(oo), and H(co). 

X 0 X 0 
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4 
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+ 

+ ^ noise 
T1P-04620 

Figure 5. General Scheme of a Beam-based Feedback. 

3.2 Estimation of Beam Response Function 6 (a>) 
Let's calculate the beam response with external excitation by a periodic force with frequency co which 

produces angular kick an exp(i(DnT) at n-th turn (7" is the revolution period). Working in normalized units 
of beam coordinate x and velocity v (in which emittance is equal to x + v ) one can link the variables 
xn+1 and v 
equations: 

n+1 at (n+l)-th turn with n-th turn coordinates xn and vn according to the following 

cos (fl)+v sin (/z) 

n+l 

=D[xn 

= D\vncos (fl)-xnsin (/i) +a0 exp(fffl(n + l)r) , 

(26) 

where factor D describes a slight coherent oscillation amplitude decrease caused by the decoherence 
process during a one-turn revolution (we estimate this factor in terms of the number of turns Nd 
necessary for 1/e times damping of coherent motion as D- 1-1 / Nd)> I* is the betatron phase advance 
over one turn. The solution of Eq. (26) which describes forced oscillations is {x,v)n =(x0,v0}exp(iconT), 
where: 

x0/aQ = G(co) = Dsin(n) 
exp(ifflr) + Dl exp(-ffflT) - 2£>cos(/x) 

(27) 

9 



At low frequencies when coT«1, the response function describes the amplitude of closed orbit 
distortion: 

G(fi)->0) = S i " ^ , = — J - ^ r . (28) 
v ' 2-2COS(M) 2tg(/i/2) 

At frequencies close to betatron resonances when coT= 2nn±pL + A<y (n is integer), the response 
function is equal to: 

G ( A 0 ) r ±f = **k . (29) 
2(l-D+iA(0T) 2(l+iAcoTNd) 

Exactly at resonances conT = 27tn±/l and according to Eq. (29) the value of the response function is 
\G(con)\ = Nd/2and the width of resonances is 8(0 = 1/ (TNd). 

3.3 Simple Example: RC-Type Feedback without Noises 
To understand the properties of excited coherent oscillations, consider when the feedback has no noises 

(Sp(co) = Oj and the feedback amplification function H(co) has an integrating type (similar to RC) filter: 

ff(a»= - ^ - , (30) 
l+ion 

where ris the integration time. At low frequencies H(0)=iHv feedback opposes the transverse velocity 
of the beam. The beam response to an external excitation in the presence of such feedback will be 
characterized by response function R(co) = X^ I XmQ: 

R(a) = G{(o)/[l+G(a))H((o)]. J (31) 

The function i?(ffl) will also have resonant properties at frequencies 03n and one can estimate function 
behavior as: 

R A ^ i - j 1 + G ( A ( 0 ) i y n | \i+NdHn/2+i(Aa>TNd)\' C i £ i 

where Hn = H((0n) are the feedback amplification values at the resonant frequencies. 
If the feedback is powerful \Hn\ > 1 / Nd when compared to the case when H = 0, the response function 

values at resonance will be decreased from Nd to 1/ Hn and the bandwidth will be increased to 
5co = (l/Nd+\Hn\/2)/T. (33) 

Figure 6 shows an example of calculating the function R(co) for integrating a feedback loop, Eq. (30), 
with parameters D = 1 - 1 / 500 = 0.998 and x = 0.0002 s. Solid lines correspond to the real part of i?(co) 
and dashed lines correspond to the imaginary part of R(co). The frequency scale around the betatron 
harmonics was expanded for better presentation (the widths of resonances are very small in the usual 
scale). 

10 
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In Figure 6 the stars * show the positions of the poles of complex function R(co) (i.e., complex 
frequencies co' for which 1 / R(co) = 0): 

Re(co') - (On; Imco' = —. - . (34) 
—[Re (R(co))IIm (R(co))] 
dco 

For simultaneous with/?e(o') presentation Im (co') was multiplied by factor \l / (\- D)]/ 2n = Nd 12%. 
For example, the ordinate of poles at # v = 0 is equal to A^/27r(l/77V,J=l/(27r7/)=3440 Hz/2rc 
= 540 (see Figure 6a). 

The position of a pole relative to zero axes determines damping or growth for coherent oscillations at 
different resonances. A negative imaginary part indicates damping of coherent oscillations; a positive one 
means that coherent oscillations at this frequency are unstable. 

One can see in Figure 6 a, b, c, and d and that with a simple feedback, like Eq. (30), one can strongly 
damp oscillations on the first betatron mode (with the lowest frequency con) and simultaneously decrease 
damping of all next modes. When the feedback strength becomes equal to H v = -0.04, coherent 
oscillations on the second betatron frequency become unstable (the threshold value depends on 
parameters Nj and T). 

It is interesting that the integrating feedback of Eq. (30) is useful for compensating beam interaction 
with the resistive wall. For resistive wall instability the distribution of decrements over modes looks very 
similar. Figure 7 b, c, and d shows how the initial beam response function (Figure 7a) changes when 
interaction with the wall produces instability. According to Reference 16 the beam-wall interaction can be 
described as an additional positive feedback response: 

H(a» = J^-+ Of0*'*" 2 V 05) 
1 + toT 2Ww(l + (ffl-Twf) 

where the first term is from Eq. (30) and the second from Reference 16. In calculations shown in Figure 7, 
values of parameters tw =0.003 sec and Nw =20 were used —the same as for the SSC collider at 
2 TeV. Figure 7b shows that without feedback (Hv = 0) the first mode with the lowest frequency is 
unstable (its pole places over the zero axis) and all others are stable. In the case of optimal external 
feedback with H v = -0.12 and integrating time T=0.0001 sec, one can fully to compensate instability 
(see Figure 7c—all poles have a negative imaginary frequency part). The second mode becomes unstable 
if the feedback strength is increased to H v = -0.05 (see Figure 7d). 

The proper choice of feedback gain (which produces fully stable and maximal beam damping) depends 
on the spectra of beam noise, the noise of the Beam Position Monitor (BPM), and the coherent interaction 
of the beam. 
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3.4 Noises of Feedback 
The spectral density of BPM noise U (a) comes from pickup preamplifier input resistor noise which 

is estimated as follows: 

U2{(6) = -kTZ*A (NB : units Volt2sec), (36) 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature of the resistor, Z is the impedance of the pickup, 
and A is the amplification factor which depends on the preamplifier construction (usually A = 1-10). If 
the beam current is equal to /, then one can estimate the .BPM noise for pickups with aperture b as: 

„ , x 2kTA ~ 
Spia»=-2-b2- (37) 

% Z 
Let's take parameters 7 = 50 mA, r = 300 K, Z = 50 Ohms, A = 10, b = 3 cm, and then Sp(co) = 

2xl0" 1 ( Vm 2 s.To measure the motion of every bunch during the collider operation, the frequency band 
should be about A/ = 60 MHz and the rms amplitude of pickup noise will be 6X = 
\Sp(co)27t;Af) ' =0.26 fim. However, if we measure the position of the beam by pickup with a 
frequency band near the revolution frequency (full-turn integration) then the rms amplitude of pickup 
noise will be equal to 0.001 fim. 

3.5 Optimization of Feedback 
The emittance growth rate deldt in large hadron colliders in the presence of a transverse feedback 

system is determined by coherent beam motion at resonant frequencies1-2 (excited by external noise and 
noise of the feedback); therefore, one can present the rate summed over all modes as: 

de = 2 
g cn/p 

dt n\\ + G{con)H{cDn)\Nd 
(38) 

where index n means n-th resonant frequency, see Eq. (29),ec n =A£fj3 is the coherent emittance, An is 
the amplitude of coherent betatron oscillations at n-th mode, {3 is the value of the beta function, and 
/o = 1 / T is the revolution frequency. 

One can estimate the mean-squared amplitude of coherent motion A£ at the n-th mode as the integral 
of Sfc(fi)) over the frequency band 8<a, Eq. (33): 

A% = jsb((o)dco - Sb(con)S(Q = f0Nd 

*oK) ^nfSpM 
\l+NdHn\ \l+NdHn\ 

(39) 

The corresponding growth of beam size (xj in the kicker position can be calculated from Eqs. (38) 
and (39): 

d^-Bde-f A*2 K| 2AZ 2 

Pn 

\l+NdHn\l \l+NdHn\ 
(40) 
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AXon = (5o(<»n) / 7j is an amplitude of random single-turn disturbance due to external noise 

AXpn = [Sp(con) / T) is an amplitude of the noise pickup signal. 

The procedure of minimizing An vs. gain of feedback Hn gives the optimum gain for the n-th mode: 

\Hn\ = ̂ S0(con)/Sp{(On) = AXon/AXpn. (41) 

One can see that in the case when the spectrum of external noises falls rapidly with increasing 
frequency (as in reality), then the optimal gain should also fall vs. frequency. For a simple numerical 
example, the spectral density of noise around the first resonance frequency (960 Hz for the SSC with tune 
v = 123.28) is 10"9 /im2/Hz and the spectrum of pickup noise is 1.2 x 10~9 /rni^Hz; then according to 
Eq. (41) one must choose a feedback gain of about 1 at this frequency. Because the spectrum of external 
noise falls, then the gain at next harmonics should be significantly reduced. Otherwise, if one uses 
feedback with the same strong gain for all frequencies up to the collision frequency (wideband bunch-to-
bunch feedback) then it'll lead to artificially increasing beam heating because of increased feedback 
noises—the second term in Eqs. (39) and (40) becomes n- 104 times greater (number of bunches in the 
SSC =20 000). 

The minimum amplitude of coherent oscillations at the n-th mode occurs with the optimal gain, 
Eq. (41) and is equal to: 

^ m i n = 2 A X 0 „ A X / w l . (42) 

This equation says that if one has a higher level of external noises in the collider then to keep the same 
level of beam coherent motion, one needs a less noisy pickup (or feedback system in general). 
Conversely, when the external excitation level is small, one need not be concerned about pickup noises 
because of the small feedback gain needed. 

Estimates with the SSC parameters include: number of turns before decoherence,1-2 JV<f = l/(0.2§) 
- 1300 (here £ = 0.0038 is the parameter of beam-beam interaction); corresponding time of decoherence 
is equal to Xd = Ndl / o - 0-38 sec; the SSC beam emittance is equal to e 0 = 4 . 7 x l 0 - 1 1 m*rad, so at 
the point of orbit where the beta function is about /3 = 200 m, the nominal beam size is AX$ - 100 /jxa. 

Without feedback, ( # M = 0), at each turn the mean square beam size will be grow to about 
AXS = 'Z&xln. Let's consider that the acceptable lifetime of the SSC luminosity is equal to 
Tj = 24 hours, then the dangerous level of single-turn excitation can be estimated as: 

AX", = AXb I (/o^i) 0 ' 5 = 5 x 10"3 /an. (43) 

The amplitude of coherent oscillation in that case will be about 

Ac - AXs*{Ndf5 = 0.2 urn. (44) 

With feedback, the external noise strength requirements become less severe. The maximum external 
noises that the strongest feedback with gain # w = 1 can damp to the required level in coherent oscillations 
is equal to AXmax. - A Xs* Nd = 7 /xm (compare with Eqs. (39) or (40) with Hn = ® and Hn = l). 

Such damping requires a BPM pickup a with noise level at a few first harmonics of AXP - AX m a x / 
(2 nh)Q-5 = 5 fim I (nh)0-5 (nh is number of harmonics in the feedback band). For damping of the resistive 
wall instabilities one needs nh- 100, then the pickup noise should be less then 0.5 /xm. The discussion in 
paragraph 3.4 of this section indicates that it is not a difficult task because me estimated pickup noise is 
only about 0.001 * fan)0-5 - 0.01 ^m in this frequency band. 
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One can estimate the spectral power of single quadrupole vibrations Ss that the highest-level feedback 
system can damp to the needed level: 

Ss - (AZm a x = 7 Hm)2/(Nquads = 103)/(Af = 1& Hz) = 5 x 1(T5 fim21 Hz (45) 

In the absence of the feedback, the dangerous value of spectral power density of each quad vibrations (see 
Section 1) is equal to 

S p <3xl0~ 1 2 jun 2 /Hz . (46) 
According to our analysis (Section 1) the values due to ground motion of such vibration spectra at 

1000 Hz is about 1 0 - 1 2 fim2 /Hz in "quiet" conditions, 10 - 1 0 [im2/H.z in "noisy" conditions, and about 
10~8 jUm2/Hz for "real accelerator conditions" (see Figure 2). 

For the following estimates the power of external noise takes the form: 

,Sb(/) = 10 - 7 ( l .0kHz/ / )Vm 2 /Hz . ( 4 7 ) 

Corresponding spectrum for a single quad is about 103 times less and the amplitude of a random turn-to-
turn kick is equal to 0.03 fim; therefore, the SSC luminosity lifetime without feedback is 40 minutes. 

Figure 8 shows optimal feedback calculations according to Eqs. (38)-(42). Spectra of external noise 
and pickup noise are shown in Figure 8a. Figure 8b presents the optimal feedback gain vs. frequency and 
Figure 8c shows amplitudes of coherent betatron oscillations for different harmonics with and without 
optimal feedback. 

Figure 8c shows that when the feedback is switched off, the amplitude of coherent motion on first 
harmonics is too large—about 1 micrometer—but the feedback strongly damps that amplitude to 
0.02/zm. 

We should note that such a large value of the gain (about 1.0 at the first harmonic) requires one 
carefully choose the feedback phase characteristics taking into account the response functions of the beam 
and feedback loop. Otherwise, instabilities might occur as described in paragraph 3.2 above. Notch or 
digital filters may be used for phase correction of the feedback.17,18*19 
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Figure 8. a) Spectrum of External Noise; b) An Optimal Feedback Gain vs. Frequency; c) Amplitudes of 
Coherent Betatron Oscillations for Different Modes-Feedback off, Feedback on. 
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3.6 General Scheme of the SSC Damping System 
Figure 9 shows a general scheme for a beam coherent oscillation damping system. 
The BPM signal passes through a passive filter to the system that forms the amplitude-phase 

characteristics. Such a system includes analog and digital parts that form an optimal response function 
that damps beam oscillation at all harmonics. 

The system also contains a second part that corrects the slow changing of the closed orbit at the BPM 
position. Usually the COD is a few orders of magnitude greater than the beam noise on resonance 
frequencies. Without COD correction the damping system may reduce the amplitude range of the fast 
kicker. 

One way uses the average beam position and controls slow orbit motion by using several slower dipole 
correctors. Another possibility is to mechanically move the BPM for the BPM center should be positioned 
exactly on the average position of the closed orbit.20 The latter seems better in that the correction system 
is localized and does not interfere with other orbit correction systems. 

Additional development work will help determine what kind of correction is best for the SSC. 
The feedback kicker and amplifier power needed depend on the amplitude of the proton beam noise. 

For example, if one wants to damp AX = 1 fim oscillations of the beam, the kicker must produce angular 
proton beam deviations of about Ai? = 3 x 10 rad (because the value of the beta function in the kicker is 
about 200 meters). Such a corrector with a length / = 1 m and an aperture a = 10 cm will need a certain 
amount of energy SW of electric (or magnetic) field E: 

E2 

SW= nla2-AX2 (Mm)a2 (cm)//(cm)* 4xl0~ 4[7] = 4X10"4 J . (48) 
87T 

For a narrowband feedback system with A/-100 kHz, the necessary amplifier power is about 40 Watts. 
But if one uses feedback with a bandwidth of about 60 MHz2 1 then the needed power will be 24 kW (this 
is not simple task)! 

The real parameters of the damper system should be chosen after a more detailed investigation of main 
components: low noise BPM, the correction system, the filter, the feedback amplifier, and kicker. 

SC1-4 slow correctors 

Kicker 

Figure 9. General Layout of the SSC Transverse Damper. 
TIP-04622 
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4.0 MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
We summarize the preceding discussions as follows: 
1. The levels of measured ground vibrations under the special very quiet conditions are only 

marginally acceptable for the SSC quadrupoles high frequency vibration. Measured levels of 
magnet vibrations under conditions which closely resembled real conditions (but without full 
cryogenic environmental noises) exceed dangerous values. 
Data from operating accelerators show that one must expect a further increase of vibrations 
during the collider operation. 

2. Our preliminary measurements and analysis of worldwide data indicate another possible strong 
source of beam "shaking." It is the turbulent flow of cooling liquid and/or gas inside the 
magnetic elements. If the strength of the effect is comparable with other accelerator 
observations, the SSC emittance lifetime will be in the minute range. 

3. The transverse beam-based feedback system is a practical way to prevent emittance decay and 
keep collider luminosity. Parameters of the feedback depend on parameters of external noise 
as well as beam dynamics in the SSC. In addition to the feedback, all other reasonable ways to 
mechanically decrease vibrations should be used at the collider. 

4. Ambient coherent betatron oscillations produce emittance growth due todecoherence 
processes. Minimizing coherent oscillation amplitude reduces transverse emittance growth. 
Selecting optimal values of transverse feedback gain and frequency band minimize betatron 
oscillation amplitude. At optimal parameters, coherent oscillations are excited at the same 
values whether by external noise or by proper noises of the feedback (noises of BPM and 
kicker, digital noises, etc.) 

5. Optimization shows that the collider transverse feedback system should have a narrow 
frequency band (similar to external noises frequency band—about a dozen kHz). To achieve 
the necessary emittance growth rate reduction with an optimal feedback system there are some 
slight requirements for the feedback elements: for example, the pickup noises have to be small 
only at low frequencies (i.e., below a dozen kHz compared with the SSC collision frequency 
of 60 MHz). 
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